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The Routledge Companion to Banking Regulation and Reform provides a prestigious cutting edge international reference work offering
students, researchers and policy makers a comprehensive guide to the paradigm shift in banking studies since the historic financial crisis in
2007. The transformation in banking over the last two decades has not been authoritatively and critically analysed by the mainstream
academic literature. This unique collection brings together a multi-disciplinary group of leading authorities in the field to analyse and
investigate post-crisis regulation and reform. Representing the wide spectrum of non-mainstream economics and finance, topics range widely
from financial innovation to misconduct in banking, varieties of Eurozone banking to reforming dysfunctional global banking as well as topical
issues such as off-shore financial centres, Libor fixing, corporate governance and the Dodd-Frank Act. Bringing together an authoritative
range of international experts and perspectives, this invaluable body of heterodox research work provides a comprehensive compendium for
researchers and academics of banking and finance as well as regulators and policy makers concerned with the global impact of financial
institutions.
Financial accounting, reporting and regulation is a vast subject area of huge global importance, with interest rising significantly in the light of
the ongoing global financial crisis. The authors begin with a broad overview of the subject of accounting, setting the stage for a discussion on
the theoretical and practical issues and debates regarding financial reporting, which are expanded on in the second part of the book. This
includes how to define the reporting entity, recognition and measurement of the elements of financial statements, fair values in financial
reporting and the costs and benefits of disclosure. The third part assesses the interest, need and theories behind the accounting, reporting
and regulation industry, while parts four and five look at the institutional, social and economic aspects; with issues such as accounting for
environmental management and, accounting regulation and financial reporting in Islamic countries, both issues of ever increasing importance.
This authoritative Companion presents a broad overview of the state of these disciplines today, and will provide a comprehensive reference
source for students and academics involved in accounting, regulation and reporting.
The relationship between the arts and marketing has been growing ever more complex, as the proliferation of new technologies and social
media has opened up new forms of communication. This book covers the broad and involved relationship between the arts and marketing. It
frames "arts marketing" in the context of wider, related issues, such as the creative and cultural industries, cultural policy and arts funding,
developments in the different art forms and the impact of environmental forces on arts business models and markets. The Routledge
Companion to Arts Marketing provides a comprehensive, up-to-date reference guide that incorporates current analyses of arts marketing
topics by leaders of academic research in the field. As such, it will be a key resource for the next generation of arts marketing scholars and
teachers and will constitute the single most authoritative guide on the subject internationally.
The Routledge Companion to the Philosophy of Law provides a comprehensive, non-technical philosophical treatment of the fundamental
questions about the nature of law. Its coverage includes law’s relation to morality and the moral obligations to obey the law, the main
philosophical debates about particular legal areas such as criminal responsibility, property, contracts, family law, law and justice in the
international domain, legal paternalism and the rule of law. The entirely new content has been written specifically for newcomers to the field,
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making the volume particularly useful for undergraduate and graduate courses in philosophy of law and related areas. All 39 chapters, written
by the world’s leading researchers and edited by an internationally distinguished scholar, bring a focused, philosophical perspective to their
subjects. The Routledge Companion to the Philosophy of Law promises to be a valuable and much consulted student resource for many
years.
Over the past three decades or so, the nonprofit, voluntary, or third sector has undergone a major transformation from a small cottage
industry to a major economic force in virtually every part of the developed world as well as elsewhere around the globe. Nonprofit
organizations are now major providers of public services working in close cooperation with governments at all levels and increasingly find
themselves in competition with commercial firms across various social marketplaces. This transformation has come with ever-increasing
demands for enhancing the organizational capacities and professionalizing the management of nonprofit institutions. The Routledge
Companion to Nonprofit Management is the first internationally focused effort to capture the full breadth of current nonprofit management
research and knowledge that has arisen in response to these developments. With newly commissioned contributions from an international set
of scholars at the forefront of nonprofit management research, this volume provides a thorough overview of the most current management
thinking in this field. It contextualizes nonprofit management globally, provides an extensive introduction to key management functions, core
revenue sources and the emerging social enterprise space, and raises a number of emerging topics and issues that will shape nonprofit
management in future decades. As graduate programs continue to evolve to serve the training needs in the field, The Routledge Companion
to Nonprofit Management is an essential reference and resource for graduate students, researchers, and practitioners interested in a deeper
understanding of the operation of the nonprofit sector.
The tax system is one of the instruments said to be available to translate development policy objectives into practice. The wide-ranging
papers collected together in this volume, first published in 1978, explore different aspects of the link between national development objectives
and the tax system. Attention is particularly focused on traditional aims such as growth, fair distribution and economic stabilisation and
development. Articles written by distinguished experts in the fields of public finance and economic development clarify the concepts of taxable
capacity and tax effort, and examine the connections between growth and changes within the tax system.
The Routledge Companion to Accounting History shows how the seemingly innocuous practice of accounting has pervaded human existence
in fascinating ways at numerous times and places; from ancient civilisations to the modern day, and from the personal to the political. Placing
the history of accounting in context with other fields of study, the collection gives invaluable insights to subjects such as the rise of capitalism,
the control of labour, gender and family relationships, racial exploitation, the functioning of the state, and the pursuit of military conflict. An
engaging and comprehensive overview also examining geographical differences, this Companion is split into key sections, which explore:
changing technologies used to represent financial and other data historical development of accounting theory and practice accounting
institutions and those who perform accounting accountancy and the economy accounting, society, and culture the role of accounting in the
government, protection and financing of states including chapters on the important role played by accountancy in religious organizations, a
review of how the discipline is portrayed in fine art and popular culture, and analysis of sharp practice and corporate scandals. The Routledge
Companion to Accounting History has a breadth of coverage that is unmatched in this growing area of study. Bringing together leading writers
in the field, this is an essential reference work for any student of accounting, business and management, and history.
The fields of Economic Geography and International Business share an interest in the same phenomena, whilst each provides both a differing
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perspective and different research methods in attempting to understand those phenomena. The Routledge Companion to the Geography of
International Business explores the nature and scope of inter-disciplinary work between Economic Geography and International Business in
explaining the central issues in the international economy. Contributions written by leading specialists in each field (including some chapters
written by inter-disciplinary teams) focus on the nature of multinational firms and their strategies, where they choose to locate their activities,
how they create and manage international networks and the key relationships between multinationals and the places where they place their
operations. Topics covered include the internationalisation of service industries, the influence of location on the competitiveness of firms and
the economic dynamism of regions and where economic activity takes place and how knowledge, goods and services flow between locations.
The book examines the areas for fruitful inter-disciplinary work between International Business and Economic Geography and sets out a road
map for future joint research, and is an essential resource for students and practitioners of International Business and Economic
Development.

The Routledge Companion to Tax Avoidance ResearchRoutledge
There is increasing interest in accounting issues in China. Despite a relatively short history, China's stock market is the world's
second largest. This growth has been accompanied by increasing demand for accounting information alongside reforms of
accounting and auditing rules, as international investors have paid increasing attention to investment opportunities in this dynamic
and energetic country with a large population and economic growth potentials. Despite this, at present there are few books which
offer students, academics and practitioners a comprehensive guide to current accounting issues in China. The Routledge
Companion to Accounting in China fills this important gap in the literature. The volume is organized in six thematic sections which
cover capital market and corporate finance, financial accounting, managerial accounting, auditing, taxation and internal controls.
The structure is intended to reflect the increasing diversity of contemporary accounting issues in China, including a balanced
overview of current knowledge, identifying issues and discussing relevant debates. This book is a prestigious reference work
which offers students, academics and practitioners an introduction to current accounting issues in the emerging market of China.
The Routledge Companion to Remix Studies comprises contemporary texts by key authors and artists who are active in the
emerging field of remix studies. As an organic international movement, remix culture originated in the popular music culture of the
1970s, and has since grown into a rich cultural activity encompassing numerous forms of media. The act of recombining preexisting material brings up pressing questions of authenticity, reception, authorship, copyright, and the techno-politics of media
activism. This book approaches remix studies from various angles, including sections on history, aesthetics, ethics, politics, and
practice, and presents theoretical chapters alongside case studies of remix projects. The Routledge Companion to Remix Studies
is a valuable resource for both researchers and remix practitioners, as well as a teaching tool for instructors using remix practices
in the classroom.
Taxes are an inescapable part of life. They are perhaps the most economically consequential aspect of the relationship between
individuals and their government. Understanding tax development and implementation, not to mention the political forces involved,
is critical to fully appreciating and critiquing that relationship. Tax Politics and Policy offers a comprehensive survey of taxation in
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the United States. It explores competing theories of taxation’s role in civil society; investigates the evolution and impact of taxes
on income, consumption, and assets; and highlights the role of interest groups in tax policy. This is the first book to include a
separate look at "sin" taxes on tobacco, alcohol, marijuana, and sugar. The book concludes with a look at tax reform ideas, both
old and new. This book is written for a broad audience—from upper-level undergraduates to graduate students in public policy,
public administration, political science, economics, and related fields—and anyone else that has ever paid taxes.
The first generation that has grown up in a digital world is now in our university classrooms. They, their teachers and their parents
have been fundamentally affected by the digitization of text, images, sound, objects and signals. They interact socially, play
games, shop, read, write, work, listen to music, collaborate, produce and co-produce, search and browse very differently than in
the pre-digital age. Adopting emerging technologies easily, spending a large proportion of time online and multitasking are signs of
the increasingly digital nature of our everyday lives. Yet consumer research is just beginning to emerge on how this affects basic
human and consumer behaviours such as attention, learning, communications, relationships, entertainment and knowledge. The
Routledge Companion to Digital Consumption offers an introduction to the perspectives needed to rethink consumer behaviour in
a digital age that we are coming to take for granted and which therefore often escapes careful research and reflective critical
appraisal.
Combining the in-depth background coverage of an encyclopedia, with the quick look-up convenience of a dictionary, this new
work is an invaluable resource for anyone concerned with international economics. The only reference work to cover the latest
theories in the vital field of global economics, The Routledge Companion to Global Economics explores new economic thought
from A-Z, and offers full-length survey discussions by the most respected experts in the field.
Over the last several decades, there has been a growing interest in theoretical, empirical, and experimental work on all aspects of
tax compliance and tax evasion. The essays in this volume summarize the existing state of knowledge of tax compliance and tax
evasion, present new thinking about this issue, and analyze the empirical relevance of these new perspectives. The original
essays in this volume represent an attempt to provide a framework on compliance that moves beyond the economics-of-crime
perspective, one that provides a more complete understanding of individual (and group) decisions, and one that is more consistent
with empirical evidence. It is the insights of behavioural economics that provide much of the bases for these essays and the main
theme running through this book is that the basic model of individual choice must be expanded, by introducing some aspects of
behaviour or motivation considered explicitly by other social sciences.
This book presents a selection of essays on public finance, which is concerned with taxation, income maintenance, and social
security, with emphasis on the analysis of policy alternatives to improve tax and transfer systems. It is useful for those who are
interested in learning tax policy issues.
The concept of "fair value" marked a major departure from traditional cost accounting. In theory, under this approach a balance sheet that
better reflects the current value of assets and liabilities. Critics of fair value argue that it is less useful over longer time frames and prone to
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distortion by market inefficiencies resulting in procyclicality in the financial system by exacerbating market swings. Comprising contributions
from a unique mixture of academics, standard setters and practitioners, and edited by internationally recognized experts, this book, on a
controversial and intensely debated topic, is a comprehensive reference source which: examines the use of fair value in international financial
reporting standards and the US standard SFAS 157 Fair Value Measurement, setting out the case for and against looks at fair value from a
number of different theoretical and practical perspectives, including a critical review of the merits and arguments against the use of fair value
accounting explores fair value accounting in practice, involvement in the Great Financial Crisis, implications for managerial reporting
discretion, compensation and investment This volume is an indispensable reference that is deserving of a place on the bookshelves of both
libraries and all those working in, studying, or researching the areas of international accounting, financial accounting and reporting.
This book discusses which is the most appropriate tax dimension to best manage the new horizons of the global and digital economy. In this
perspective, the efficiency of the main models is examined and two fundamental proposals are put forth: the first one aims at a coordination
of the Destination-Based approach with the role of some specific digital assets, such as user data; the second one is a framework for a
possible futuristic tax phenomenon all internal to the world of the internet and not linked to traditional territorial States. The compliance of
these models with the constitutional principles that western democratic systems have affirmed over time in matters of taxation is then
analyzed with particular regard to legal certainty, consent to taxation and to the re-distributive function of taxes. A specific evaluation of the
role of the European Union is carried out and the jurisprudence on financial interests of the Union and on State aids is analyzed and tackled
in light of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and of the tax sovereignty of member States. The conclusion is that the model
of the organization with a general political purpose, from which modern States take their inspiration, appears unfailing for a tax project that
would focus on the good and the growth of the person and of the social aggregations in which everyone lives. A model that therefore
deserves to be safeguarded, although with new methods and instruments, starting from a Destination-Based Asset-Coordinated approach, in
the Third Millennium. The book will be of interest to researchers and academics in international tax law, constitutional law and in political
science.
The Routledge Companion to Gender, Sex and Latin American Culture is the first comprehensive volume to explore the intersections
between gender, sexuality, and the creation, consumption, and interpretation of popular culture in the Américas. The chapters seek to enrich
our understanding of the role of pop culture in the everyday lives of its creators and consumers, primarily in the 20th and 21st centuries. They
reveal how popular culture expresses the historical, social, cultural, and political commonalities that have shaped the lives of peoples that
make up the Américas, and also highlight how pop culture can conform to and solidify existing social hierarchies, whilst on other occasions
contest and resist the status quo. Front and center in this collection are issues of gender and sexuality, making visible the ways in which
subjects who inhabit intersectional identities (sex, gender, race, class) are "othered", as well as demonstrating how these same subjects can,
and do, use pop-cultural phenomena in self-affirmative and progressively transformative ways. Topics covered in this volume include TV, film,
pop and performance art, hip-hop, dance, slam poetry, gender-fluid religious ritual, theater, stand-up comedy, graffiti, videogames,
photography, graphic arts, sports spectacles, comic books, sci-fi and other genre novels, lotería card games, news, web, and digital media.
The Routledge Companion to the Cultural Industries is collection of contemporary scholarship on the cultural industries and seeks to reassert the importance of cultural production and consumption against the purely economic imperatives of the ‘creative industries’. Across 43
chapters drawn from a wide range of geographic and disciplinary perspectives, this comprehensive volume offers a critical and empiricallyPage 5/11
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informed examination of the contemporary cultural industries. A range of cultural industries are explored, from videogames to art galleries, all
the time focussing on the culture that is being produced and its wider symbolic and socio-cultural meaning. Individual chapters consider their
industrial structure, the policy that governs them, their geography, the labour that produces them, and the meaning they offer to consumers
and participants. The collection also explores the historical dimension of cultural industry debates providing context for new readers, as well
as critical orientation for those more familiar with the subject. Questions of industry structure, labour, place, international development,
consumption and regulation are all explored in terms of their historical trajectory and potential future direction. By assessing the current
challenges facing the cultural industries this collection of contemporary scholarship provides students and researchers with an essential guide
to key ideas, issues, concepts and debates in the field.
This Companion provides a review of global value chains (GVCs) and the megatrends that are shaping them and will continue to reshape
them in deep-set trajectories of change over the next few decades. Megatrends herald both challenges and opportunities. With the growing
interest among business leaders and researchers in GVCs, this is a reference work which fills a gap in current literature by focusing on the
new features of GVCs, including the shift of global purchasing power towards developing economies, the significance of emerging
technologies and data analytics, the increasing tensions between globalisation and de-globalisation, and the role of micro-multinationals, startup entrepreneurs, the public sector and middle markets in a fast-changing global economy. The early chapters are essentially intradisciplinary
in character, with the first seeking to explore some historical aspects of GVCs. Subsequent chapters cover the theory and practice of
operations and supply chain management, emerging supply chain technologies, and the impact of inter-firm collaboration across sectors and
economies. The final chapters take a more interdisciplinary approach and examine topics at the interface of GVCs with the economy, society,
culture and politics. This comprehensive handbook provides a timely analysis of leading-edge global megatrends and practices in one
volume.
This book addresses the phenomenon of tax transparency by multinational enterprises, setting it apart from tax avoidance and tax evasion. In
this book, tax transparency is placed in a historical background and is contextualized by investigating the possible drivers and hindering
factors to tax transparency.
This book asks why tax policy is both attracted to and repelled by the idea of justice. Accepting the invitation of economist Henry Simons to
acknowledge that tax justice is a theological concept, the work explores theological doctrines of taxation to answer the presenting question.
The overall message of the book is that taxation is an instrument of justice, but only when taxes take into account multiple goods in society:
the requirements of the government, the property rights of society’s members, and the material needs of the poor. It is argued that this
answer to the presenting question is a theological and ethical answer in that it derives from the insistence of Christian thinkers that tax policy
take into account material human need (necessitas). Without the necessitas component of the tax balance, tax systems end up honoring only
one of the three components of the tax equation and cease to reflect a coherent idea of justice. The book will be of interest to academics and
researchers working in the areas of tax law, economics, theology, and history.
The Routledge Companion to Air Transport Management provides a comprehensive, up-to-date review of air transport management research
and literature. This exciting new handbook provides a unique repository of current knowledge and critical debate with an international focus,
considering both developed and emerging markets, and covering key sectors of the air transport industry. The companion consists of 25
chapters that are written by 39 leading researchers, scholars and industry experts based at universities, research institutes, and air transport
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companies and organisations in 12 different countries in Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe and North America to provide a definitive, trustworthy
resource. The international team of contributors have proven experience of research and publication in their specialist areas, and contribute
to this companion by drawing upon research published mainly in academic, industry and government sources. This seminal companion is a
vital resource for researchers, scholars and students of air transport management. It is organised into three parts: current state of the air
transport sectors (Part I); application of management disciplines to airlines and airports (Part II); and key selected themes (Part III).

The perspective of this book is to present "ethics" as a conversation about how we decide what is good or bad, right or
wrong. It is a collection of conversations employed by educators to assist accounting students in developing their
understanding of accounting's ethical aspects and to help them develop into critical thinkers who consider the ethical
complexities of the function of accounting in human society. Because we are social beings, ethics is a central human
concern, since it involves determining the ethicality of human actions and their effect on other individuals, as well as
determining the collective societal acceptance or rejection of an action. Thus, the book’s primary goal is to call attention
to the intersectionality of accounting and ethics and to encourage students and researchers to consider the ethical
implications of accounting decisions. The book contains a diversity of perspectives within which discussions of
accountants' and accounting's ethical responsibilities may occur. The contributing authors were deliberately chosen for
their diverse perspectives on whence moral guidance for accounting may come. Each chapter stands on its own and
represents the thinking of its authors. The book is not a primer on correct behavior for accountants but a place where
educators may spur the conversation along.
Information technology has permeated all walks of life in the past two decades. Accounting is no exception. Be it financial
accounting, management accounting, or audit, information technology and systems have simplified daily tasks and
routine work, simplified reporting, and changed how accounting is done. The Routledge Companion to Accounting
Information Systems provides a prestige reference work which offers students and researchers an introduction to current
and emerging scholarship in the discipline. Contributions from an international cast of authors provides a balanced view
of both the technical underpinnings and organisational consequences of accounting information systems. With a focus on
the business consequences of technology, this unique reference book will be a vital resource for students and
researchers involved in accounting and information management.
This volume presents a new approach to today’s tax controversies, reflecting that debates about taxation often turn on
the differing worldviews of the debate participants. For instance, a central tension in academic tax literature - which is
filtering into everyday discussions of tax law - exists between 'mainstream' and 'critical' tax theorists. This tension results
from a clash of perspectives: Is taxation primarily a matter of social science or of social justice? Should tax policy debates
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be grounded in economics or in critical race, feminist, queer, and other outsider perspectives? To capture and interrogate
what often seems like a chasm between the different sides of tax debates, this collection comprises a series of pairs of
essays. Each pair approaches a single area of controversy from two different perspectives - with one essay usually
taking a 'mainstream' perspective and the other a 'critical' perspective. In writing their contributions, the authors read and
incorporated reactions to each other’s essays and paid specific attention to the influence of perspective on both the area
of controversy and their contribution to the debate. With contributions from leading mainstream and critical tax scholars,
this volume takes the first step toward bridging the gap between these differing perspectives on tax law and policy.
Upon publication in 1791-92, the two parts of Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man proved to be both immensely popular and
highly controversial. An immediate bestseller, it not only defended the French revolution but also challenged current laws,
customs, and government. The Routledge Guidebook to Paine’s Rights of Man provides the first comprehensive and
fully contextualized introduction to this foundational text in the history of modern political thought, addressing its central
themes, reception, and influence. The Guidebook examines: the history of rights, populism, representative governments,
and challenges to monarchy from the 12th through 18th century; Paine’s arguments against monarchies, mixed
governments, war, and state-church establishments; Paine’s views on constitutions; Paine’s proposals regarding
suffrage, inequality, poverty, and public welfare; Paine’s revolution in rhetoric and style; the critical reception upon
publication and influence through the centuries, as well as Paine’s relevance today. The Routledge Guidebook to
Paine’s Rights of Man is essential reading for students of eighteenth-century American and British history, politics and
philosophy, and anyone approaching Paine’s work for the first time.
Comprising five thematic sections, this volume provides a critical, international and interdisciplinary exploration of
employment relations. It examines the major subjects and emerging areas within the field, including essays on
institutional theory, voice, new actors, precarious work and employment. Led by a well-respected team of editors, the
contributors examine current knowledge and debates within each topic, offering cutting-edge analysis and reflection. The
Routledge Companion to Employment Relations is an extensive reference work that offers students and researchers an
introduction to current scholarship in the longstanding discipline of employment relations. It will be an essential addition to
library collections in business and management, law, economics, sociology and political economy.
This Companion documents and celebrates artistic journeys within the framework of rich and complex cultural heritages
and traditional dance practices of the Asia-Pacific region. It presents various dance forms from Australia, Cambodia,
China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and the South Pacific.
Drawing on extensive research and decades of performative experience as artists, choreographers, producers, teachers,
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and critics, the authors approach issues of dance and cultural diversity from a theoretical perspective while at the same
time exploring change, process, and transformation through dance. The book discusses themes such as tradition,
contemporization, interdisciplinarity, dance education, youth dance, dance networks, curatorial practices, and evolving
performative practices of dance companies and independents. It also looks at regional networking, curating dance
festivals and spaces that foster collaboration, regional cooperation, and cultural exchange, which are essential features
of dance in Asia and the Pacific. This collection will be of interest to students and researchers of pedagogy,
choreography, community dance practice, theatre and performance studies, social and cultural studies, aesthetics,
interdisciplinary arts, and more. It will be an invaluable resource for artists and practitioners working in dance schools and
communities.
The UN-supported Principles for Responsible Investment initiative has led to around a third of the world’s financial
assets being managed with a commitment to invest in a way that considers environmental, social or governance (ESG)
criteria. The responsible investment trend has increased dramatically since the global financial crisis, yet understanding
of this field remains at an early stage. This handbook provides an atlas of current practice in the field of responsible
investment. With a large global team of expert contributors, the book explores the impact of responsible investment on
key financial actors ranging from mainstream asset managers to religious organizations. Offering students and
researchers a comprehensive introduction to current scholarship and international structures in the expanding discipline
of responsible investment, this handbook is vital reading across the fields of finance, economics and accounting.
International Business is a well-established research field, in which regionalisation has recently gained significant
prominence. Europe comprises marketplaces characterised by unique patterns of highly advanced economic integration.
No other marketplace in the world has progressed to the same levels of harmonisation across sovereign countries and
economies. European Business is a subject in its own right with its own research momentum. Contemporary research
evidences that firms view Europe as a challenging, mostly – yet not entirely – mature market location. Yet this location,
often seen from a multi-country perspective, is subject to complexities revealing strategic corporate strengths and
weaknesses. Theory, concepts and models known from International Business hence often vary in their applicability and
relevance in this business environment. This comprehensive reference volume brings together a global team of
contributors to analyse and overview the key issues, themes and phenomena that affect business in Europe. With
interdisciplinary perspectives, the book covers crucial themes that any European Business research needs to
acknowledge, including business cultures and identity, entrepreneurship and innovation, M&A and institutional trends,
European HRM, migration, climate change issues, Brexit, and more. The selection of authors, from 17 countries
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worldwide, reflects the international scope of this research field and its agenda. A unique resource, this book provides an
essential guide to researchers, research students and scholars of business and the social sciences, as well as the
informed business community.
An inherently interdisciplinary subject, tax avoidance has attracted growing interest of scholars in many fields. No longer limited to
law and accounting, research increasingly has been conducted from other perspectives, such as anthropology, business ethics,
corporate social responsibility, and economic psychology. This was –recently stimulated by politicians, mass media, and the public
focussing on tax avoidance after the global financial and economic crisis put a squeeze on private and public finances. New
challenges were posed by changing definitions and controversies in the interpretation of tax avoidance concept, as well as a host
of new rules and policies that need to be fully understood. This collection provides a comprehensive guide to students and
academics on the subjects of tax avoidance from an interdisciplinary perspective, exploring the areas of accounting, law,
economics, psychology, and sociology. It covers global as well as regional issues, presents a discussion of the definition, legality,
morality, and psychology of tax avoidance, and provides guidance on measurement of economic effect of tax avoidance activities.
With a truly international selection of authors from the UK, North America, Africa, Asia, Australasia, Middle East, and continental
Europe, with well-known experts and rising stars of the field, the contributors cover the entire terrain of this important topic. The
Routledge Companion to Tax Avoidance Research is a ground-breaking attempt to bring together scholarly research in tax
avoidance, offering rigorous academic analysis of an important and hotly debated issue in a structured and balanced way.
The Routledge Companion to Media, Sex and Sexuality is a vibrant and authoritative exploration of the ways in which sex and
sexualities are mediated in modern media and everyday life. The 40 chapters in this volume offer a snapshot of the remarkable
diversification of approaches and research within the field, bringing together a wide range of scholars and researchers from around
the world and from different disciplinary backgrounds including cultural studies, education, history, media studies, sexuality studies
and sociology. The volume presents a broad array of global and transnational issues and intersectional perspectives, as authors
address a series of important questions that have consequences for current and future thinking in the field. Topics explored
include post-feminism, masculinities, media industries, queer identities, video games, media activism, music videos, sexualisation,
celebrities, sport, sex-advice books, pornography and erotica, and social and mobile media. The Routledge Companion to Media,
Sex and Sexuality is an essential guide to the central ideas, concepts and debates currently shaping research in mediated
sexualities and the connections between conceptions of sexual identity, bodies and media technologies.
Financialization has become the go-to term for scholars grappling with the growth of finance. This Handbook offers the first
comprehensive survey of the scholarship on financialization, connecting finance with changes in politics, technology, culture,
society and the economy. It takes stock of the diverse avenues of research that comprise financialization studies and the
contributions they have made to understanding the changes in contemporary societies driven by the rise of finance. The chapters
chart the field’s evolution from research describing and critiquing the manifestations of financialization towards scholarship that
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pinpoints the driving forces, mechanisms and boundaries of financialization. Written for researchers and students not only in
economics but from across the social sciences and the humanities, this book offers a decidedly global and pluri-disciplinary view
on financialization for those who are looking to understand the changing face of finance and its consequences.
This companion provides a definitive and cutting-edge guide to the study of imaginary and virtual worlds across a range of media,
including literature, television, film, and games. From the Star Trek universe, Thomas More’s classic Utopia, and J. R. R.
Tolkien’s Arda, to elaborate, user-created game worlds like Minecraft, contributors present interdisciplinary perspectives on
authorship, world structure/design, and narrative. The Routledge Companion to Imaginary Worlds offers new approaches to
imaginary worlds as an art form and cultural phenomenon, explorations of the technical and creative dimensions of world-building,
and studies of specific worlds and worldbuilders.
This report provides a detailed review of the tax treatment of philanthropic entities and philanthropic giving in 40 OECD member
and participating countries. The report first examines the various arguments for and against the provision of preferential tax
treatment for philanthropy. It then reviews the tax treatment of philanthropic entities and giving in the 40 participating countries, in
both a domestic and cross-border context. Drawing on this analysis, the report then highlights a range of potential tax policy
options for countries to consider.
A groundbreaking reference, this book provides a comprehensive review of tax policy from political, legal, constitutional,
administrative, and economic perspectives. A collection of writings from over 45 prominent tax experts, it charts the influence of
taxation on economic activity and economic behavior. Featuring over 2400 references, tables, equations, and drawings, the book
describes how taxes affect individual and business behavior, shows how taxes operate as work and investment incentives,
explains how tax structures impact different income groups, weighs the balanced use of sales, property, and personal income
taxes, traces the influence of recent tax changes, and more.
Behavioural research is well established in the social sciences, and has flourished in the field of accounting in recent decades.
This far-reaching and reliable collection provides a definitive resource on current knowledge in this new approach, as well as
providing a guide to the development and implementation of a Behavioural Accounting Research project. The Routledge
Companion to Behavioural Accounting Research covers a full range of theoretical, methodological and statistical approaches
relied upon by behavioural accounting researchers, giving the reader a good grounding in both theoretical perspectives and
practical applications. The perspectives cover a range of countries and contexts, bringing in seminal chapters by an international
selection of behavioural accounting scholars, including Robert Libby and William R. Kinney, Jr. This book is a vital introduction for
Ph.D. students as well as a valuable resource for established behavioural accounting researchers.
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